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Xdigitalnet is happy to annouce the official opening of our Xoops Themes website http://xoops-
themes.xdigitalnet.com

This site is going to be the official site for our Free and Paid themes realeses and also for web
support.

We also like to mention that the Free themes development will be based on donations, so if you
really like our free themes and use it on a production site we please ask you to donate anything
you can.( we are in the process to bring more free one's)

we also like to use the opportunity to call for others xoops designer to join the cause and use
our site to showcase ,sell your xoops themes and partner with us.
if interested please use the contact module.

thats all...Hoping the Best for the Future of Xoops

Zeroram

PS:Excuse me for my english... i actually speak spanish 
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